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“Still buzzing from how inspirational my RISE students were today
during MEarth Day 2015. We spent the past month learning about the
importance of native plants, human impacts to our local watersheds,
and things we can all do to conserve and preserve our environment
and natural resources, especially water. Today they assumed the role
of educators and shared their newly acquired knowledge with the
public. So many people came up to me to praise our students and even
expressed hope and optimism for our future with young folks like them
leading the way. My heart is very full - Thank you MEarth for an amazing
experience... I think the "seeds" we planted in each of the students over
the past month are blossoming spectacularly.”
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— Louie Okamoto, RISE Program Director
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“While growing up, I have always
questioned what I wanted to
accomplish within my lifetime.
Working with MEarth has
allowed me to answer that very
question because it has given
me the opportunity to recognize
the beauty of our natural
environment and the importance
of protecting it. I only hope that
one day I’ll be able to make the
same impact in the world that
MEarth has had on me.”
— Francis Atkins,
MEarth Alumna +
Graduate of the Cornell University
Sustainable Design Program

E X E C U T I V E S U M M A RY
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201 6- 20 21 St rat egi c P l a n E xe c u t i ve S u m m a ry
MEarth’s 2016-2021 Strategic Plan creates a road map for the next
five years, with six major goals identified. Our goals focus on the core
organizational functions of MEarth:
Youth Programs
Adult Programs
National Leadership
Partnerships
Organizational Capacity
Fiscal Sustainability
These six goals are further defined by strategies and objectives, with clear
timelines outlined by quarter, through 2021, articulated in the following pages.
MEarth’s staff and board will use this plan to create annual operational and
individual staff work plans, which will define day-to-day workflow to achieve
our goals. This new 2016-2021 Strategic Plan will lead us in developing more
robust educational programs and a financially sustainable organization.
MEarth aims to become a “go-to” resource for sustainability education,
providing programming to a broad and diverse group of youth and adults.
We will continue to serve as a model site, with the goal of being recognized
nationally for our leadership in sustainability education. We aim to attract key
stakeholders to develop a large network of organizations, that will collectively
have a deeper and more meaningful impact in our community and beyond. And
finally, we aim to grow our professional staff, board, volunteers, and donors to
build the operational capacity to deliver world-class educational opportunities.
These key outcomes are listed in detail on page twelve.
Together, we will educate and inspire our program participants to become
environmental stewards and bring the lessons learned at MEarth to their
families and greater communities.
Thank you to the Community Foundation for Monterey County for funding to
make the development of this plan possible, and to Steve Dennis and Marcy
Rustad who guided the process.
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“I work with my parents in their taco truck and
catering but today helped me see that there is so
much more I can do. MEarth Day and working with
Chef David was fun! He is so cool, and now maybe I
can work in his restaurant with him and learn more. I
liked that he understood us and helped us have the
best day we have EVER had. EVER.”
— Yaeli Rojas
Seaside Boys & Girls Club Member

O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L
OVERVIEW
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M ISSION

MEarth educates and inspires through environmental stewardship.

VIS ION

We are building an interconnected community of engaged citizens and
future leaders by promoting analytical thinking through experience-based
learning at the Hilton Bialek Habitat.

VA LUES
Sustainability We recognize that our Earth’s living systems face unprecedented

challenges, and we actively commit ourselves to embody solutions. We align our
actions and decisions, individually and as a staff, with the principles of sustainability.
Decisions regarding present needs will be made to ensure the continuity of
resources for future generations, and will honor the integrity of Earth’s biodiversity.

Education We believe education must be experiential, taking into account all the

senses, expanding perspectives, and bringing about behavioral change. Through our
teaching, we seek to inspire life-long learning that is engaging, exciting, and deeply
fulfilling.

Stewardship MEarth programs nurture a sense of wonder in the natural world,
emphasizing a sense of belonging and building a foundation for a lifelong love
of the outdoors. We teach stewardship for the planet through nature study
that underscores an ethical responsibility and reverence for the preservation of
biodiversity.

Community Healthy community relationships are the basis for all life. We recognize

that networks are inherent in biological systems, and we seek to mirror these natural
systems in building mutually beneficial relationships in our community.

Integrity We approach everything we do with responsibility, accountability,

excellence and professional standards. We create a work environment that is
inspired by shared common goals and fosters independence and flexibility. Our
actions and relationships are based on integrity of character, openness, honesty,
effective communication, and alignment with our core values.

Passion We honor and encourage passion, creativity, enthusiasm, and vision as the
underlying forces of all we do.

Leadership We seek to inspire by example and empower others to make choices

that embrace the principles of sustainability. We are committed to advocating for
positive change in the lives of individuals, in our local community, in our country, and
around the globe.
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PROGRAMS

MEarth’s (pronounced Me-Earth) innovative programs introduce sustainable
practices and healthy lifestyle choices to youth and adults from across
Monterey County—over 5,000 annually. Program participants focus on the
pressing environmental issues that we face and the ways their choices have
an impact on their own health and the health of our planet. Our programs run
year-round, with a variety of pathways for participants to engage, including:
school day field trips (single and multi-visit), after-school sessions (single and
multi-visit), weekend, specialty and summer camp programs.

ClassroomConnect

Our ClassroomConnect program invites teachers to work hand-in-hand with
experienced MEarth instructors to bring traditional classroom learning to life
with memorable, hands-on custom curricula. For nearly a decade, MEarth
staff have collaborated with classroom teachers to create standards-based
elementary, middle, and high school curricula that complement Science, Math,
Social Studies, 6th Grade CORE, and World Language classes. Classroom
teachers and students alike delight in the change-of-pace by learning together
in our gardens, LEED-certified building, and watershed microenvironments.

NatureConnect

The Hilton Bialek Habitat, where MEarth operates, was founded to connect
children with nature. Our NatureConnect programs invite students to learn and
grow in our native plant gardens and explore diverse bird, insect, and small
mammal ecosystems on our ten-acre “habitat” through citizen science data
collection. Our programs awaken a sense of wonder and curiosity, changing
the way our students interact with and think about “nature” and their place
in our interconnected natural world. Our Carmel River watershed and dune
restoration projects cultivate our students’ sense of ownership and pride, as
well as instill a deep appreciation for environmental stewardship.

FoodConnect

Food is essential to our existence, yet in the hustle bustle of our modern lives
we have become disconnected from our food sources. The simple act of
preparing a meal from scratch is no longer part of many families’ day-to-day
existence. Our FoodConnect programs immerse students of all ages in the
simple joy of learning how to grow, harvest, and cook foods that are healthy
for both the people who eat them and the land on which they are grown. When
people gather around a table to share food, magic happens. FoodConnect
welcomes everyone to nourish their minds and hearts by forging connections
and lifelong healthy food-related habits.
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CommunityConnect

Healthy, connected, resilient communities are the key to our sustainable
future. Borrowing from indigenous traditions around the globe, we believe that
teaching the next generation is a community project. Our CommunityConnect
program provides opportunities for our local community to connect with our
Habitat and programs. We welcome community members to volunteer in our
gardens and kitchen, and to participate and learn at regular mission-driven
community events and professional development opportunities. At MEarth, we
believe that by working and playing together, we will build a more sustainable
future.

P L ACE
Our programs come to life at the Hilton Bialek Habitat, a ten-acre outdoor
education center established in 1998 through the vision of Carmel Middle
School (CMS) science teacher and avid ornithologist, Craig Hohenberger.
Operating under the fiscal sponsorship of Carmel Unified School District
(CUSD) for nearly ten years, MEarth officially incorporated as a separate
nonprofit in 2008, providing youth programs year around and serving as the
primary steward of the property.
Today, the property is replete with experiential learning areas including: native
plant habitat gardens, a pond, off-grid greenhouse, native plant nursery,
outdoor amphitheater, organic edible and ornamental gardens, heirloom fruit
orchard, outdoor kitchen, wood-fired pizza oven, and LEED-certified building.
MEarth’s age-appropriate, standards-based programming builds inquiry skills,
increases awareness of environmental concerns, and invites students to
embody sustainable solutions in their lives, homes, schools, and communities.
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SIX MAJOR GOALS
In fiscal year 2015/2016,
MEarth welcomed 508 new
youth program participants to
the Habitat for their first time,
in addition to the thousands of
students who come through
programmatic visits annually.
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The 2016-2021 Strategic Plan’s six major goals set the course for
the organization over the next five years.

G O AL 1 | YOUTH
Inspire environmental stewardship in local youth by providing
hands-on, rigorous sustainability education programming at the
nationally recognized Hilton Bialek Habitat property.

G O AL 2 | ADULT S
Inspire environmental stewardship in adults, families, and other
organizations by providing high-impact environmental and
sustainability education at the Hilton Bialek Habitat property.

G O AL 3 | NATIONAL L E A D E RS HIP
Become a national leader in environmental stewardship by building an
interconnected community of engaged citizens and future leaders.

G O AL 4 | PAR T NERS HIP S
Promote MEarth’s mission through partnerships with other
stakeholders and the broader community.

G O AL 5 | ORGANIZ ATIO NA L CA PA CITY
Build board, staff and volunteer capacity and organizational
sustainability in alignment with MEarth’s vision and mission

G O AL 6 | FISCAL S U S TA INA BIL ITY
Ensure the long-term fiscal strength of MEarth by building and
implementing a robust revenue model for the organization.
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“It was a truly great experience
and allowed my son to see food
in a different light. He is not a
fan of most foods, and it’s been
hard to introduce new things for
him to eat but I’m hoping this
week at MEarth has helped him
see food as a good thing and not
something bad.”
— Kelli Lockwood,
2016 summer camp parent

KEY OUTCOMES

MEarth’s efforts over the next five years will work to bring the
organization closer to its vision of educating and inspiring local
citizens to be environmental stewards, who will bring this knowledge
and way of living to their community.

OUTCOME 1

MEarth will be the “go-to” organization for high-impact, evidence-based
sustainability education, providing programming to a broad and diverse
audience of local youth at the Hilton Bialek Habitat, with a focus on repeat/
multi-visit programs to ensure lasting ecological behavior change in
participants.

OUTCOME 2

MEarth will be the regional resource for adults and families for high
quality, hands-on workshops and volunteer opportunities, designed to
help participants integrate sustainable practices into their daily lives. The
Hilton Bialek Habitat will continue to serve as a model site demonstrating
sustainability in the built environment, landscape, food systems, water
efficiency, alternative energy, etc.

OUTCOME 3

MEarth will be sought out by other environmental organizations, school
leaders, teachers, and other educators to consult and provide professional
leadership and insight into programs, facility design, sustainable practices,
healthy lifestyles, and environmental leadership. The Hilton Bialek Habitat
will further be recognized as a national model.

OUTCOME 4

MEarth will attract key stakeholders in the fields of environmental
sustainability, youth education, community development, food, and nutrition
who will be delighted to support us. Other leading organizations will want
to partner with us, and we will be part of a large network of community
organizations that are making a collectively larger impact than we could on
our own.

OUTCOME 5

MEarth will benefit from a growing and talented professional staff, an
enthusiastic and capable volunteer corps and a supportive and dedicated
board. Together they will build a world-class organization dedicated to
educating and inspiring the next generation of environmental leaders.

OUTCOME 6

MEarth will be enthusiastically supported through our community
stakeholders, donors, and programming, allowing us to maintain and
improve the Habitat and continually build the operational capacity to deliver
educational opportunities.
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“The overall experience for the
class was a very positive one.
The students couldn’t stop
talking about the new foods they
tried, (hummus, bell peppers),
and especially the green
smoothie. The class just recently
earned a smoothie party and
they are requesting the smoothie
from the field trip. The field
trip was wonderful! Everyone
enjoyed themselves and learned
something new.”
— Marcella Flores
Loma Vista Elementary Teacher

PLANNING PROCESS
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Since its beginning in 2008, MEarth’s strategic planning has been an important
part of our organizational development. Our most recent plan was a threeyear plan that concluded in fiscal year 2016. To ensure a quality effort, MEarth
formed a 2016-2021 Strategic Planning Committee comprised of board
members and staff, and the committee secured advice and counsel from a
local expert on strategic planning for nonprofits. The team commenced with
its planning efforts in late 2015 and convened a board and staff retreat in
January 2016, where each attendee wrote a letter or news article presenting
the accomplishment of MEarth five years into the future. A very rich and
powerful set of ideas and concepts were brought forward and compiled into a
comprehensive list to be categorized into goals for the organization. From this
event, six primary goal areas were identified and three subcommittees were
formed, each taking two of the six goals to further refine and develop for review
by the board. This robust effort has resulted in the six major goal areas that
the organization will pursue over the next five years, with specific measurable
objectives and timelines. The 2016-2021 Strategic Plan will be supported by
Annual Plans, which will provide the detailed road map for accomplishing the
essential tasks to reach the identified goals.
Detailed annual operational and individual staff work plans will be developed
and monitored to ensure the achievement of the many objectives included in
the 2016-2021 Strategic Plan. An annual review of the 2016-2021 Strategic
Plan will provide the opportunity to make any necessary adjustments or
modifications warranted based on new information or emerging trends.

TERMINOLOGY
For clarity, common terminology and definitions used in the Strategic and
Annual Plans are as follows.
Goal An outcome statement that guides a program or management function.
Strategy A coordinated, broad approach or direction adopted by an
organization in response to the environment so that the organization can achieve its
purpose.
Objective A measurable, time-phased result that supports the achievement of a
goal. Objectives are to be SMART:
S = Stretch, M = Measureable, A = Attainable, R = Realistic, T = Time Constrained

Timeline Dates used in the timeline are fiscal year dates and imply the
objective will be accomplished by the last day of the quarter indicated. For our
planning purposes the timeline is as follows:
Quarter
Quarter
Quarter
Quarter

1
2
3
4

=
=
=
=

July - September
October - December
January - March
April - June

Year
Year
Year
Year
Year

1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=

2016/17
2017/18
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
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S T R AT E G Y +
OBJECTIVES
A post-camp parent survey of
our summer programs showed
that 91% of parents felt their
children demonstrated new
skills or knowledge relating to
environmental stewardship and
healthy eating.
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G O AL 1 | YOUT H

Inspire environmental stewardship in local youth by providing hands-on, rigorous sustainability
education programming at the nationally recognized Hilton Bialek Habitat property.
STRATEGY

Current Youth Programming
Build on current
ClassroomConnect,
NatureConnect, and
FoodConnect programming at
MEarth.

Youth Program Expansion
Planning
Develop a Youth Program
Expansion Plan for various age
groups (K-5, 6-8, and 9-12) in
collaboration with local schools
and organizations that serve
children.

OBJECTIVE

YR

Continue to provide current
ClassroomConnect, NatureConnect, and
FoodConnect offerings, evaluate Return On
Investment (ROI) and desire to continue or
expand these offerings.
Ensure all ClassroomConnect programming
curriculum is aligned with classroom
objectives (Next Generation Science +
Common Core Standards where appropriate).

QTR

Ongoing

1

Upgrade current evaluation methods as
needed and benchmark program participation
if relevant for expanded programming.

3

Ongoing

Develop clearly defined outcomes for
the NatureConnect and FoodConnect
programming (see Youth Curriculum and
Assessment Development).

1

4

Articulate priorities and develop timelines to
expand programming to serve additional age
groups (K-5, 6-8, and 9-12) over the next five
years.

1

4

Define and prioritize the various pathways
in which a child or age group could access
MEarth programming – day camp, school,
after-school, weekend, etc.

1

3

Contract external consultants to help develop
draft program concepts and outlines (single
visit/multi-visit) and evaluate property capacity,
staff capacity, program impact, and cost to
deliver.

1

3

Assess demand for programming and client
willingness to pay and fund.

2

1

Research the benefits and opportunities of
providing free or low cost transportation to
schools.

2

4

Develop Youth Program Expansion Plan and
staffing structure for approval by the board.

2

1
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GOAL 1 | YOUTH

Inspire environmental stewardship in local youth by providing hands-on, rigorous sustainability
education programming at the nationally recognized Hilton Bialek Habitat property.
STRATEGY

YR

QTR

Develop ClassroomConnect curriculum
that is aligned with classroom objectives
(Next Generation Science + Common Core
Standards where appropriate).

2

4

Develop a comprehensive Program Impact
Evaluation + Assessment Plan (PIE +AP) with
assistance from external consultants.

2

4

Implement staffing strategies in support of
Youth Program Expansion Plan Youth Program Expansion Plan.
Implemented

3

1

Implement plan to increase
access to existing programming
at MEarth to reach more local
children with single and multi
visits.

3

1

3

1

3

1

4

1

Youth Curriculum and
Assessment Development
Develop curriculum and
assessment tools to reach
desired outcomes for prioritized
programs approved in the Youth
Program Expansion Plan.

OBJECTIVE

Set participation goals for programming and
increase participation by 10% year-over-year
starting in 2018 through 2021.

Create evaluation training for staff.
Youth Evaluation Plan
Implemented

Implement the PIE + AP, including the development of instruments, data collection, and
system implementation.

Ensure all new programs are
designed for impact as measured
by quality evaluation methods
Determine any refinement needed in the PIE
+AP, instruments, or systems.
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G O AL 2 | ADULTS

Inspire environmental stewardship in adults, families and other organizations by providing
high-impact environmental and sustainability education at the Hilton Bialek Habitat property.
STRATEGY

YR

QTR

Continue to provide current
CommunityConnect offerings; evaluate ROI
and desire to continue or expand these
offerings.

1

4

Identify and prioritize communities MEarth
would like to serve.

2

1

Develop an Adult + Family
Program Expansion Plan.

Assess demand, articulate priorities, and
develop CommunityConnect Program Plan,
to include a Business Plan with cost/benefit
analysis to ensure offerings are profitable.

2

2

CommunityConnnect Program
Curriculum Development

Compile resources for curriculum
development.

2

4

2

4

Build staffing structure to support
CommunityConnect programming.

3

1

Develop calendar and begin marketing and
implementing programs.

3

3

Add a minimum of three CommunityConnect
programs and workshops.

5

1

Current Adult + Family
Programming
Build on current
CommunityConnect free and
fee-based programming at
MEarth.
Adult + Family Expansion
Planning

OBJECTIVE

Develop curriculum for expanded Develop curriculum for CommunityConnect
programs and workshops.
programming.

CommunityConnect
Expansion Implementation
Execute clearly articulated plan.
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G O A L 3 | N AT I O N A L L E A D E R S H I P

Become a national leader in environmental stewardship by building an interconnected
community of engaged citizens and future leaders.
STRATEGY

Methods and Best Practices
Develop and codify best
practices that will be utilized in
organizational communications
including facility tours,
presentations, etc.

OBJECTIVE

YR

QTR

Identify “best-practices” to promote MEarth
locally, regionally, and nationally.

1

4

Develop a framework and codify best
practices, standard messaging, materials,
and lessons learned for inquiries from the
community and outside organizations.

1

4

Develop an introductory Habitat
Handbook that can be shared at visits,
and a presentation deck to be used for
presentations, tours, and visits.

1

4

Invite local, state, and national leaders to tour
the facility and observe the programming in
action to generate buzz and recognition.

2

Ongoing

Research professional development offerings
available across California and the U.S.

2

4

Identify the special niche where MEarth can
add value in K-12 professional development.

2

4

3

1

3

3

3

4

4

1

2

4

3

1

4

1

Teacher Professional
Development Workshops

Develop a professional development workshop schedule to empower educators
to share the inspirations and practices of
Create professional development MEarth.
opportunities for educators and
Write curriculum for professional development
other environmentally focused
workshops.
organizations.
Design communications and marketing to
advertise professional development offerings.
Launch professional development workshops.

MEarth Consultant Services
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Develop Consulting Business Plan to
determine demand, pricing, and staffing
requirements.

Evaluate consulting as a possible
Develop Communications Plan for marketing
revenue source and means of
consultant services.
bringing recognition and
resources to MEarth.
Launch consulting services.

4

G O A L 3 | N AT I O N A L L E A D E R S H I P

Become a national leader in environmental stewardship by building an interconnected
community of engaged citizens and future leaders.
STRATEGY
Strategic Outreach
Develop strategic outreach
to share best practices and
program models at conferences,
symposiums, and other events.
.

OBJECTIVE

YR

QTR

Utilize updated best practices to craft relevant
presentations, articles, and other materials for
strategic outreach.

1

4

Research, identify, and apply national
recognition opportunities.

2

2

Identify key conferences, symposiums, and
events relevant to elevating MEarth as a
national leader.

2

2

Submit applications to speak at a minimum of
two events per year.

2

3
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G O A L 4 | PA R T N E R S H I P S

Promote MEarth’s mission through partnerships with other stakeholders and the
broader community.
STRATEGY

Partnership Development
Create Strategy and Partnership
Development Plan for different
types of partnerships to benefit
MEarth and amplify program
impact.

OBJECTIVE

YR

QTR

Clearly define what a partnership means for
MEarth (eg. program, funding, skills/expertise,
in-kind).

1

2

Inventory current partnerships and codify
through memorandums of understanding and/
or contracts.

2

2

Annually

4

Develop annual strategies to target and
allocate resources toward strategic
partnerships with clearly defined outcomes.
Programming: Refine established annual
practices for implementation of Carmel Middle
School’s ClassroomConnect curriculum
content, delivery, and scheduling – with a
focus on meeting classroom objectives.

Carmel Unified School District
(CUSD)
Maintain a collaborative longterm and sustainable relationship
with CUSD to drive an innovative
model for delivering hands-on,
standards-based programming.
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Ongoing

Programming: Explore opportunities to
expand MEarth programs to elementary and
high schools within the District.

2

1

Property Stewardship: Establish clear
processes, roles, responsibilities, and
channels of communication for shared
stewardship of the Hilton Bialek Habitat
property.

1

4,
Ongoing

Relationship Development: Review and
refine contract and relationship management
practices with new CUSD administration.

1

4,
Ongoing

Relationship Development: Establish regular
CUSD Board visits and program observations.

1

Annually

Relationship Development: Make an annual
presentation to the CUSD School Board about
MEarth’s progress, vision, and partnership.

1

Annually

G O A L 4 | PA R T N E R S H I P S

Promote MEarth’s mission through partnerships with other stakeholders and the
broader community.
STRATEGY

Partnership with Palo Colorado
Regional Park Project/
Environmental Education
Center

OBJECTIVE

YR

QTR

Build relationships with Santa Lucia
Conservancy, Monterey Peninsula Regional
Parks District, and other invested parties to
establish MEarth as a viable partner in the
efforts to restore the golf course and vision
future programming and access.

1

3,
Ongoing

Participate in environmental education
program mapping matrix to identify areas
of need and/or overlap in programs, clients
served, etc.

2

TBD

Develop possible usage and engagement
strategies for the Rancho Canada facilities.

2

TBD

Expand programming based on the
Partnership Development Plan; monitor;
refine.

2

TBD
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G O A L 5 | O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L C A PA C I T Y

Build board, staff, and volunteer capacity and organizational sustainability in alignment with
MEarth’s vision and mission.
STRATEGY

Recruit and Retain Talent
Invest in our human resources
and capital by recruiting and
retaining top talent to ensure a
sustainable workforce.

Data Collection and Use
Elevate the sophistication of
data collection to be utilized in:
development efforts, program
evaluation, and organizational
planning and management.
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OBJECTIVE

YR

QTR

Develop an optimal Staffing Plan for current
programming and property stewardship and
to meet the growth laid out in the 2016-2021
Strategic Plan.

1

4

Develop requirements and content for
on-boarding training and recommendations
for professional development for all full-time
and part-time positions.

2

2

Research and develop strategies for offering
compensation and benefits package in
alignment with similar nonprofits, and
implement strategies, as budgets and
organizational capacity allow.

2

1

Maintain a healthy, productive, collegial,
collaborative, and innovative work
environment, including an annual employee
satisfaction survey.

1

4,
Annually

Continue and refine annual employee
evaluation and goal setting, using clear annual
work plans that are in alignment with the
2016-2021 Strategic Plan.

1

4,
Annually

Evaluate known system challenges and
develop modifications for solutions.

1

2

Evaluate essential data collection and data
management tools as identified from the
strategic planning effort and work plans.

1

3

Fund and secure essential hardware,
software, and online tools. Implementation of
data management tools.

1

4,
Ongoing

G O A L 5 | O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L C A PA C I T Y

Build board, staff, and volunteer capacity and organizational sustainability in alignment with
MEarth’s vision and mission.
STRATEGY

Expand Volunteer Program
Refine and expand a robust
volunteer program in support of
our programs and property.

Board Capacity Building
Build and enhance the size and
capacity of the board.

OBJECTIVE

YR

QTR

Create a Volunteer Development Plan to
expand and/or improve the effectiveness in
meeting the needs of MEarth.

1

4

Grow or refine Volunteer Program as driven
by the 2016-2021 Strategic Plan, Volunteer
Development Plan, and program offerings.

2

1

Develop requirements and content for
upgraded on-boarding training and
opportunities for cohort-specialized training for
volunteers (garden, greenhouse, restoration,
fund development, etc).

2

3

Develop and deepen roots with other
volunteer and docent programs in the region.

2

1

Add management staff as defined by Volunteer
Developemnt Plan.

2

1

Refine board roles, responsibilities, and
expectations for membership, committees,
and board recruitment.

1

3

Expand board membership through effort of
the board recruitment committee, ensuring
new members meet talent and desired
attributes to replace exiting members, and
grow the board by 2021.

1

Ongoing

Review by-laws and update to reflect the
board’s ideal size.

2

1

Identify board-training needs and develop
source and schedule for essential training.

1

4

Establish a board self-assessment tool and
commit to continuous improvement strategies
based on best practices.

1

2

Executive Director evaluation completed
annually no later than July 31st of each year.

1

1,
Annually
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G O A L 5 | O R G A N I Z AT I O N A L C A PA C I T Y

Build board, staff, and volunteer capacity and organizational sustainability in alignment with
MEarth’s vision and mission.
STRATEGY

Advisory Board
Build and launch Advisory Board.

Strategic Plan

OBJECTIVE

YR

QTR

Review and approve draft Advisory Board Plan.

2

1

Establish an Advisory Board Recruitment
Committee to guide advisor recruitment.

3

1

Establish one or two events per year in which
the Advisory Board would participate.

3

2

Staff and Board complete final draft of 20212026 Strategic Plan.

1

1

Board of Directors ratify the 2016-2021
Strategic Plan.

1

2

1

3,
Quarterly

1

4,
Annually

4

2

1

4,
Annually

Develop a Strategic Plan outlining Review, modify, and upgrade plan as needed.
the goals, strategies and
objectives to achieve MEarth’s
Develop Annual Operating Plan in Q4 of
mission.
previous fiscal year.
Begin work on 2021-2026 Strategic Plan for
adoption Year 5, Q2.
Review fiscal, personnel, and general policies.

Policies and Compliance
Review and refine policies and
procedures.

Communication Plan
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Develop and implement a
Communication Plan that fully
aligns with the 2016-2021
Strategic Plan.

Develop new policies as needed to keep
abreast of changes in nonprofit standards and
practices.

Ongoing

Update Emergency Plan and Injury Illness
Prevention Plan addressing major natural
disasters and other events that potentially
threaten our ability to accomplish our mission
and meet the requirements of CUSD.

1

1,
Annually

Develop and implement injury prevention
program.

1

1,
Annually

1

4

Upgrade and revise Communication Plan
as needed leveraging the strong branding
and communication tools already utilized by
MEarth. Additionally, the ten year anniversary
in 2018 should be incoperated.

G O A L 6 | F I S C A L S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

Ensure the long-term fiscal strength of MEarth by building and implementing a robust revenue
model for the organization.
STRATEGY

Funding Model

OBJECTIVE

YR

QTR

Research funding models for nonprofits and
engage a consultant to help develop a
Sustainable Growth Plan that evaluates an
appropriate funding mix of revenues, grants,
donations, special events, and endowment.

1

4

Review all programs and events for profitability
and/or scalability.

1

4

2

1

1

4

2

2

Design and implement brief financial
performance reports for each program.

1

4

Research best practices for a Fund
Development Plan, and begin integrating them
into current fund raising activities.

1

1

Based on the chosen financial model, create
fund development plan, including the
identification of key audiences.

2

2

Develop communication and stewardship
strategies to engage specific prospects in the
community.

1

4

Build organizational talent and budgetary
resources for essential fundraising efforts.

2

1

Engage volunteers and board to assist with
implementation.

1

Ongoing

Develop and maintain a six-month operating
reserve.

5

1

Develop a cost benefit analysis, including a
Research and develop a financial community needs assessment, to determine
model for the ongoing
the viability of fee-for-service programs.
sustainability and growth of
Research the viability of a membership
MEarth.
program to support MEarth.
Draft and approve sustainability model.

Fund Development Planning
Build a Fund Development Plan
that supports the programs,
ongoing property stewardship,
and staffing growth laid out in the
2016-2021 Strategic Plan.
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G O A L 6 | F I S C A L S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

Ensure the long-term fiscal strength of MEarth by building and implementing a robust revenue
model for the organization.
STRATEGY

MEarth Endowment
Plan and find initial funding for a
MEarth endowment.

Financial Accountability
Assure the highest standards
of financial accountability and
responsibility.

MEarth/CUSD Shared Property
Funding
Develop strategy for funding and
shared responsibility with CUSD
for the Hilton Bialek Habitat
facility.
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OBJECTIVE

YR

QTR

Evaluate what financial institution will oversee/
manage the MEarth Endowment and set up
financial structure.

2

4

Research possible funding sources for initial
gifts.

3

1

Create a funding and communication plan to
outreach to identified donor prospects using
MEarth branded materials/communications.

3

2

Execute funding and communications plan.

3

3

Conduct a rigorous planning and budgeting
process.

1

4,
Annually

Conduct a review of the effectiveness and
adequacy of MEarth’s internal controls.

1

Ongoing

Make plans for an official audit including
funding and necessary preparation.

3

4

Develop a five-year rolling financial forecast.

1

4

Work with current CUSD board and
administration on 2017 renegotiated long-term
property use agreement/lease.

1

2

In collaboration with MOT, CMS Site Principal
and DO, create a five-year Property
Management Plan for the infrastructure
development and maintenance of the Hilton
Bialek Habitat.

1

4

Develop funding strategy for property
development/enhancement and maintenance/
upkeep over the next three to five years based
on programming needs.

2

1

Continued refinement of cost of property
maintenance and development for any
addendums to contract.

1

4,
Annually

Continue to advocate for MEarth’s services to
be fully funded by CUSD.

Ongoing

4

W i th yo u r h el p, we edu cate an d i n s p ire
th ro u g h en vi ro n m en tal s tewards h i p.

MEarthCarmel.org
@MEarthCarmel
MEarth is an independent 501(c)3 nonprofit separate from
Carmel Unified School District.
EIN 26-2973625

